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Abstract 
In concurrency theory, there are several examples where the interleaved model of 
concurrency can distinguish between execution sequences which are not significantly different. 
One such example is sequences that differ from each other by stuttering, i.e., the number of 
times a state can adjacently repeat. Another example is executions that differ only by the order- 
ing of independently executed events. Considering these sequences as different is semantically 
rather meaningless. Nevertheless, specification languages that are based on interleaving seman- 
tics, such as linear temporal logic (LTL), can distinguish between them. This situation has led to 
several attempts to define languages that cannot distinguish between such equivalent sequences. 
In this paper, we take a different approach to this problem: we develop algorithms for deciding 
if a property cannot distinguish between equivalent sequences, i.e., is closed under the equiva- 
lence relation. We focus on properties represented by regular languages, o-regular languages, or 
propositional LTL formulas and show that for such properties there is a wide class of equivalence 
relations for which determining closure is decidable, in fact is in PSPACE. Hence, checking the 
closure of a specification is no more difficult than checking satisfiability of a temporal formula. 
Among the closure properties we are able to handle, one finds trace closedness, stutter closedness 
and projective closedness, for all of which we are also able to prove a PSPACE lower bound. 
Being able to check that a property is closed under an equivalence relation has an immediate 
application in state-space exploration based verification. Indeed, the knowledge that the specifica- 
tion does not distinguish between equivalent execution sequences allows constructing a reduced 
state space where it is sufficient that at least one sequence per equivalence class is represented. 
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1. Introduction 
In the total order model of concurrency, the atomic actions of the various processes 
are interleaved into totally ordered executions. If two actions are independent, they 
will be interleaved in both possible ways, but will appear in each execution in a spe- 
cific, though arbitrary, order. Distinguishing between sequences that differ from each 
other only by the order of concurrently executed events is artificial and mostly mean- 
ingless. It is thus usual and useful to group such sequences into equivalence classes. 
A well-known way of doing this is the concept of traces due to Mazurkiewicz [IO]: 
a trace is a set of interleaving sequences that can be obtained from each other by suc- 
cessively commuting independent adjacent actions. Traces are equivalence classes, and 
sequences belonging to the same trace are said to be trace-equivalent. Unfortunately, 
most common specification languages, uch as linear-time temporal ogic [18] (LTL), 
naturally allow the specification of properties that are not trace-closed, i.e., that can 
distinguish between trace-equivalent sequences. One will usually not specify such prop- 
erties, but since they can be expressed, every property should be treated as if it might 
not be trace-closed. To work around this, several attempts have been made in the past to 
define logics that can only define trace-closed properties, e.g., ISTL [5, 161, TrPTL [22], 
TLC [I], and recently LTrL [23]. None of these logics is completely satisfying: they 
lack simplicity, cannot express all relevant properties, or do not have a known elemen- 
tary decision procedure. A practical and complete solution to the problem has not yet 
been given. 
Another equivalence that is useful in studying concurrent systems is stutter equiva- 
lence: a pair of sequences are considered to be equivalent if they differ in at most the 
number of times a state may adjacently repeat [9]. Although next-time operator free 
linear-time temporal logic formulas are naturally stutter-closed, i.e., cannot distinguish 
between stutter-equivalent sequences, the use of a next-time operator does not preclude 
stutter closure and can be convenient. Finally, projective equivalence [14] is an exten- 
sion of stutter equivalence that requires stutter equivalence of various projections of 
a sequence. 
One context in which knowing that a property is closed is valuable is that ofpartial- 
order verzjication algorithms [26,4,30,13,15]. These algorithms proceed by checking 
a property on a reduced state space obtained by only exploring selected interleaving 
sequences. The reduction is based on the observation that it is not necessary to ex- 
plore different interleavings that vary from each other only by the relative order of 
occurrence of independent (concurrent) transitions. Since it is guaranteed that at least 
one sequence is selected out of each equivalence class for trace equivalence [13] or 
stuttering equivalence [26,15], one needs to ensure that the checked property is closed 
with respect o the equivalence relation exploited. If the property is not closed, one has 
to be more restrictive as to which transitions can be viewed as independent, with the 
consequence that a smaller reduction is obtained. Thus, being able to check whether 
a property is closed for a given equivalence relation is important for achieving good 
partial-order reductions. Furthermore, the same also applies in the context of theorem 
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proving based formal verification [5]. Finally, recognizing projective closedness can 
also be used for improving the effectiveness of partial-order reduction [13,14]. Projec- 
tive properties are also preserved by sequential consistent [S] implementations of cache 
protocols [ 141. 
In this paper, we study the problem of determining whether a property is closed 
under various equivalence relations, including what we will call concurrency relations, 
namely, trace equivalence, stutter equivalence, and projective equivalence [14]. We ex- 
hibit sufficient conditions that the equivalence relation should satisfy in order for the 
problem to be decidable for regular and w-regular properties and hence also for linear- 
time temporal logic properties [27]. In the case of regular languages, we only assume 
that the equivalence relation is generated by a sequential relation [24], i.e. by a relation 
“recognized” by a finite automaton; in the case of w-regular languages, we assume that 
the equivalence relation is what we call a “piecewise extension” (see Definition 13) of 
an equivalence relation on finite words generated by a sequential relation. 
We lirst show how closure under an equivalence relation generated from a sequen- 
tial relation can be decided for finite word languages. We obtain a polynomial-time 
decision procedure for languages represented by deterministic automata and show that 
the problem is in PSPACE when non-deterministic automata are used as a represen- 
tation. Furthermore, we obtain a matching lower bound for each of the concurrency 
relations. Extending the decision procedure to o-regular languages is more difficult, but 
is achieved by using the characterization of o-regular languages in terms of congru- 
ences [2]. Furthermore, the problem remains in PSPACE both for languages specified 
by non-deterministic automata and by LTL formulas, with the matching lower bound 
still holding for each of the concrete relations we consider. 
Closure of w-regular languages with respect to trace equivalence is also dealt with 
in [3], [ 111. In the first paper, the authors prove that it is decidable whether a regu- 
lar o-language is trace-closed. However, the decision procedure that is suggested by 
their proof has worst-case space complexity at least exponential. In the independent 
work [ 111, it is shown that determining whether an o-regular language given by a so- 
called “I-diamond” Muller or Biichi automaton is trace-closed is PSPACE-complete. As 
I-diamond Biichi automata are restricted Biichi automata, the hardness result from [ 1 l] 
is stronger than what we prove. On the other hand, the PSPACE upper bound from 
[ 1 l] refers only to I-diamond Biichi and Muller automata, which means it is weaker 
than what we prove. 
2. Concurrency relations and the closure problem 
We recall the notions of trace, stutter, and projective equivalence, which will also 
be referred to as concurrency relations. We also introduce the notion of the limit 
extension of an equivalence relation. This allows us to view the infinite versions of 
the concurrency relations as uniform extensions of the corresponding finite versions. 
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2.1. The limit extension of an equivalence relation 
Throughout his paper, Z stands for a finite alphabet and .P for C* U P’. The prefix 
order on Zoo is denoted by C, and the first and last letter of a word v E C+ are denoted 
by fst(v) and Ist(v), respectively. 
Definition 1 (Limit extension). The limit extension Aim C P’ x P of an equivalence 
relation N c Z* x Z* is defined by a -lim B if and only if 
- for every u E Z* such that u C cx there exist v,v’ E .Xx such that vCfi and UV’N v, 
and 
- for every u E Z” such that u C /I there exist v, v’ E Z* such that v C CI and uv’ N v. 
Recall that an equivalence relation N on C* is called a congruence relation if 
UU~U’V’ whenever UNU’ and UN v’. 
Lemma 2. If N is a congruence relation on Z*, then Aim is an equivalence relation 
on P. 
Proof. The relation -lim is a binary relation on P and obviously reflexive and sym- 
metric. 
To show transitivity, assume a Jim p Jim y and let u C a. By definition of ,lim, 
there exist 21 C /? and v’ such that uv’ - v. On the other hand, since /? -lirn y, there exist 
w C y and w’ such that VW’ N w. Thus uv’w N w, since - is a congruence relation. 
Symmetrically, for u C y we can find v, v’, w, w’ such that w C a and uv’w’ N w. 
Hence aNlimy. 0 
2.2. Trace equivalence 
A dependency relation is a reflexive and symmetric relation D c C x Z. The pair 
(Z,D) is also called a dependency graph. 
For two words u, v E Z*, write u A v if there exist words WI, w2 and letters a, b such 
that (a, b) @D, u = wlabw2 and v = wlbaw2, i.e., if u is obtained from v by exchanging 
the order of two adjacent independent letters. Let 3 be the reflexive and transitive 
closure of the relation &. We say that u and v are trace equivalent [lo] over (C,D) 
if u E v. That is, u is trace equivalent to v if u can be obtained from v by repeatedly 
commuting adjacent independent letters. 
Following [7], w-words a and fi are said to be trace equivalent if a =lim j?. 
2.3. Stutter equivalence 
The stutter removal operator il : CO” I-+ Zoo maps every word n to the word that 
is obtained from n by replacing every maximal finite substring of identical etters by 
a single copy of the letter. For instance, tl(aabbbcaa) = abca, tl(aabbbc”) = abcw, and 
tl((aab)w) = (ab)w. Words x and y are said to be stutter-equivalent if h(x) = ti(y). 
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Even though stutter equivalence is not defined as a limit extension, it could actually 
be done so: 
Lemma 3. Stutter equivalence over o-words is the limit extension of stutter equiva- 
lence over finite words. 
Proof. We have to show that if N denotes tutter equivalence over finite words, then 
Jim denotes tutter equivalence over o-words. 
Let a and fi be w-words, and let a = ~1~2~3 . . . and /I = ~1~2~3 . . . be the decompo- 
sitions of a and /3 into maximal subwords of identical letters. In case any of these 
decompositions should be &rite, modify it so that it becomes infinite, by chopping the 
last factor into letters. 
First, suppose a and /I are stutter-equivalent w-words. Then h(ui) = Ll(vi) for ev- 
ery i 20. Let u C a. Let n be such that u C ui . . . u,. Then there exists v’ such that 
uv’=ut . ..u.. On the other hand, ur . . . u, N 01. . . II,. Thus, uv’ - u C j? where v = 
VI . ..v.. Symmetrically, if v C /I, there exist u’ and u such that vu’ -u C a. Hence 
a Jim b. 
Next, suppose u Jim 8. For every n there exist v and VI such that ui . . . u,v’ N v C fi, 
which means h(ut . . . u,u’) = h(v) C h(p), and therefore Ll(ut . . . u,) C h(p). Hence tl(cr) 
C Q(b). Symmetrically, h(b) C h(a). Thus, b(a)= Q(p), i.e., CI and /I are stutter- 
equivalent. 0 
2.4. Projective equivalence 
Projective equivalence [14] is the natural extension of stutter equivalence to com- 
ponent alphabets. For simplicity in notation, the definitions and statements below are 
for an alphabet with two components only but easily generalize to alphabets with any 
(but finite) number of components. 
Let Zi and C2 be finite alphabets and C = Cl x Zz. As usual, we identify the elements 
of .Zm with elements of Z;” x CT in the natural way, e. g., we identify (al, bl)(az,bz) 
with (ala2, blb2). 
For each pair c = (a,b) E C, let ~(1 = a and cl2 = b. Accordingly, for each word 
X=C1C2C3... EZm, definex(i=cl(ic2(ic3)i..., iE{1,2}. 
Words x and y are called projective equivalent if tl(xli) = tl(y]i) and tl(xl2) = tl(y12). 
As with stutter equivalence, we obtain: 
Lemma 4. Projective equivalence over w-words is the limit extension of projective 
equivalence over finite words. 
Proof. We have to show that if N denotes projective equivalence over finite words, 
then Jim denotes projective equivalence over w-words. 
First, assume c( and fi are projective-equivalent w-words. Let u C CC Then u]i C ~(11 
and uI2 CC&. Lemma 3 applied to a)1 and Bli yields that there exist vt Cfl]i and 
vi such that u]tu~ and vi are stutter-equivalent. Similarly, there exist v2 C PI2 and 
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a; such that U)ZZJ~ and 02 are stutter-equivalent. W.1.o.g. assume Ior (2 Iu2I. Let w 
be such that Jw] = (ul I - (1121 and u2w C B/2. Then 2424~~ uzw C p)z. Let a = lst(u’,), 
b=lst(uiw), and define v’ and v to be (uia ’ I”i”‘I, v~wbl”~l) and (~1, vzw), respectively. 
Then uv’ N v C 8. By symmetry, we obtain a wlirn /?. 
Next, assume a Jim p. Then all and /?]I are equivalent with respect to the limit 
extension of stutter equivalence. Accordingly, the same holds for 42 and B/z. Thus, 
by Lemma 3, tl(~]i)=tl@I1) and tl(o$)=tl(/I]z), hence a and /3 are projective- 
equivalent. q 
2.5. The closure problem 
Given an equivalence relation N over a set A4 and a subset M’ 2 M, we say that M’ 
is w-closed or closed under N if M’ is a union of equivalence classes of N. In partic- 
ular, we will say that a language is trace-closed (with respect o a given dependency 
alphabet), stutter-closed, or projective-closed if it is closed under the corresponding 
trace, stutter, or projective equivalence relation, respectively. 
Given an alphabet C, a class 8 of languages of finite or u-words over Z, and an 
equivalence relation N on Z* respectively C O, the closure problem is to determine 
whether a given language L E Z’ is m-closed. 
The term “closure problem” can be explained as follows. Given an equivalence 
relation on C, the mapping L H {n ]3y (X N y A y EL)} defines a closure operator on 
the set of all languages over Z. The closure problem is to determine whether the 
closure of a given language L is L itself. 
We are mainly interested in those closure problems where N is one of the concur- 
rency relations and 9 is the class of regular or o-regular languages, or LTL-definable 
o-languages. Recall that every LTL-definable o-language is o-regular [29]. 
3. The closure problem for finite words 
We prove that the closure problem is in PSPACE for the set of regular languages 
of finite words over a given alphabet Z with respect to every equivalence relation 
generated by a sequential relation (for a definition of sequential, see below). The finite 
version of all the concurrency relations introduced in the previous section are, in fact, 
generated by sequential relations, which means their closure problems are in PSPACE. 
In addition, we show that for these relations the closure problems are PSPACE-hard 
and hence obtain a tight characterization. 
3.1. The general situation 
Let $ be a letter not belonging to the alphabet Z, write & for Z U { $} and x 1 Z for 
the canonic projection .X7 + Z;” (the one erasing the letter $). For a binary relation 
R on C*, let R$ be the relation that, for (u,u) ER, contains (~$~~1-1~1,u) if ] ]< Iv1 and 
(u, u $lU’-‘“l) otherwise. Note that any two words that are related by R$ have the same 
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length, and recall that we identify every pair in Rs with a word over Zs x Es, and Rs 
itself with a language over Zs x Cs. 
Definition 5 (Thomas [24]). A binary relation R on C* is sequential if Rs (viewed as 
a formal language over Cs x Cs) is regular. 
We say that an equivalence relation N is generated by a relation A if N is the 
reflexive, symmetric, transitive closure of A, i.e., if N is the smallest equivalence 
relation containing A. 
The closure problem for an equivalence relation N generated by a relation ,-?, can be 
1 
solved by looking only at w: 
Lemma 6. Let L G C* and N an equivalence relation on C” generated by a symmetric 
relation A. Then L is not N-closed if and only if there exist words u,v E C* such 
that u A v, u EL, and v $! L. 
Proof. For the non-trivial direction assume u EL iff u EL for all u and v with u k u. 
Let u’ and v’ be distinct words such that u’ N v’. Then there exist words ~0,. . . , u, such 
that ug = u’, U, = v’, and Ui k Ui+t for i <n. AS we have Ui EL iff ui+t EL, we obtain 
uo EL iff u, EL, hence u’ EL iff v’ EL, i.e., L is --closed. 0 
Suppose h from Lemma 6 is sequential and given by a deterministic finite automa- 
ton C. Let At be a finite automaton over Cs x Cs accepting exactly all words u with 
u]r E L$* and ~12 E C*$*. Similarly, let A2 be an automaton accepting exactly all words 
u with u\ 1 E C*$* and ~12 $ L$*. Then, by Lemma 6, L is N-closed if and only if 
L(C xA1 xAz)=0 (1) 
where x denotes automata-theoretic product. 
This leads to the following result concerning the time complexity of the closure 
problem. 
Theorem 7. Let N be an equivalence relation generated by a sequential relation, 
and consider the closure problem for N with respect to languages represented by 
deterministic or non-deterministic finite automata. 
(i) The closure problem is decidable in time O(lA12) for deterministic automata. 
(ii) The closure problem is decidable in time @(\A( 21Al) for non-deterministic 
automata. 
Here, IAl stands for the size of an input automaton A. 
Proof. First note that w.1.o.g. we can assume that A is symmetric, for the symmetric 
closure of a sequential relation is sequential. Also, recall that the emptiness problem 
for finite automata is solvable in linear time. 
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(i) Slight modifications of A yield deterministic automata Ai and AZ as specified 
above. Both Ai and A2 can be constructed in time @(JAI). Hence, C x Ai x A2 can 
be constructed in time O( ICJ lA12). Condition (1) can therefore be checked in time 
cO( ICI lA12), which is identical with O( lA12), as C is considered constant. 
(ii) Slight modifications of A yield a non-deterministic automaton Al and a non- 
deterministic automaton A; recognizing the complement of L(A2). Determinization (us- 
ing the subset construction) and a following complementation (by complementing the 
final state set) of Ai lead to an automaton A2 as desired. The construction of AI and A2 
can be carried out in time O(JA() and 0(21AI), respectively. Thus, C x A1 x A2 can be 
constructed in time 6J(lCl (Al 21Al), h ence (1) can be checked in time O(lAl 21Al). •i 
We obtain the following bound for the space complexity of the closure problem. 
Theorem 8. Let - be an equivalence relation generated by a sequential relation. 
The closure problem for - with respect o languages represented by non-determin 
istic jinite automata is in PSPACE. 
Proof. In general, the product automaton C x Al x A2 cannot be constructed in space 
polynomial in O(lAl). It is, however, possible to check for its emptiness within this 
complexity bound. 
The state space of C x Al x A2 (as described in the proof of Theorem 7, part (ii)) 
is the Cartesian product of three state spaces of size O(l), S((Al), and O(21Al). Each 
state of the product automaton can be represented in space @([Al). Moreover, given 
two states, one can determine in space O(lAl) whether one is the successor of the other. 
The following non-deterministic algorithm for checking the emptiness of C x Al x AZ 
can thus be implemented in space S(lAl): 
1. let q be the initial state of C x A1 x AZ, 
2. choose a state q’, 
3. if q’ is a successor of q, let q = q’, else halt (without accepting), 
4. if q is final, accept, else got0 2. 
From Savitch’s theorem we can conclude that this can be done in deterministic 
polynomial space as well. 0 
3.2. Application to the concurrency relations 
Returning to the concurrency relations presented in Section 2, it is enough to show 
that each one of the three equivalence relations is generated by a sequential rela- 
tion. Trace equivalence G is already defined to be the transitive closure of a sequen- 
tial relation, namely Z!L Stutter equivalence is generated by the sequential relation 
{(uav, uaav) 124, v E Z*, a E C}. For projective equivalence, it is slightly more difficult 
to find the right representation: 
Lemma 9. Projective equivalence is generated by the sequential relation that relates 
(i) u(a, b)v with u(a, b)(a, b)u, 
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(4 u(al,bl)tal,b2)ta2,b3)v with utal,bl)(a~,b2)ta2,b3)u, and
(iii) u(al, h )(a2, h )(a3, b2b wih u(al, h )@2, b2)(a3, b2b 
for u,u~C*, al,az,a3ECl, and bl,bz,b3E&. 
Proof. Let N denote the equivalence relation generated by the relation defined in 
the lemma. Obviously, if u-u then u and u are projective-equivalent. For the other 
direction, assume u and u are projective-equivalent words. We have to show u N u. If 
one of the words is empty then so is the other and there is nothing to show. So for the 
rest of the proof assume u and u are non-empty. Let ui = uli and U; = uli for i = 1,2. 
Since u and u are projective-equivalent, they end in the same letter, say (a, b). By (i), 
it is enough to show ~(a, b) N ~(a, b). 
Using repeatedly (ii), we get 
u(a, b) N (~(ul)a’U1’-(~(UI)I+1,u2b). 
Using repeatedly (iii), we see that the right-hand side of this relation is N-equivalent 
to 
This, in turn, is N-equivalent to 
(~(ul)al~~+IuII-I~(ul)l+l, ~(U2)b~~I+IU21-I~(~Z)~+l) 
in view of (i). As we have IutJ = Iu2( = 1~1, we conclude 
u(a,b)_(~(ul)alUl+lul-I~(UI)l+l, ~(U2)blU~+I~I-I~(U2)~+l), 
(2) 
and, by symmetry, 
u(a 3 b) _ (~(ul)al~I+(~(-I~(~~)l+l, ~(u2)b(ul+(~l-l~(~z)l+l). (3) 
Now notice that the right-hand sides of (2) and (3) are identical, since tl(ul)= b(ut) 
and tl(u2)= Q(Q) (recall that u and u are projective-equivalent). q 
In view of Theorem 8, we have: 
Corollary 10. The closure problem for trace, stutter, and projective equivalence with 
respect to languages represented by non-deterministic jinite automata is in PSPACE. 
Next, we complete this result by proving a matching lower bound. We say that 
a concurrency relation is non-trivial if the underlying alphabet Z contains at least two 
letters and, in case of trace equivalence, there is at least one pair of independent letters. 
Theorem 11. The closure problem for trace, stutter, and projective equivalence (over 
non-trivial alphabets) with respect to languages represented by non-deterministic jinite 
automata is PSPACE-hard. 
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Proof. Lemma 3.2.3 from [6] states that the problem of determining whether the inter- 
section of languages recognized by deterministic finite automata is empty is PSPACE- 
hard. By modifying the proof of the lemma in a straightforward way, one proves that 
for an arbitrary alphabet C with at least two letters, say a and b, the following problem 
is PSPACE hard: given a non-deterministic finite automaton A recognizing either Z* 
or C*\(u) for some u~abC *, determine whether or not A recognizes Z*. 
Now, assume (Z,D) is a trace alphabet such that (a, b) @ D and A is an automaton 
such that either L(A) = Z* or L(A) = Z*\(u) f or some u E abZ*. Then L(A) = C* iff 
L(A) is trace closed. This means the identity function is a reduction from the above 
problem to trace closedness. Hence, trace closedness is PSPACE-hard. As one easily 
sees, the identity functions also reduces the above problem to stutter closedness and 
projective closedness. 0 
Corollary 12. The closure problem for trace, stutter, and projective equivalence (over 
non-trivial alphabets) with respect o languages represented by non-deterministicJinite 
automata is PSPACE-complete. 
Note that, in general, not every equivalence relation on C* is generated by a sequen- 
tial relation. Moreover, the --closure of a regular language is not necessarily regular 
again. Consider, for instance, the case where C = {a, b}, N is the trace equivalence re- 
lation with respect to the dependency alphabet D = {(a, a), (b, b)}, and L is the regular 
language denoted by (ab)*. In this case, the N-closure of L is the set of words which 
have as many occurrences of a as occurrences of b. But this language is not regular. 
4. The closure problem for infinite words 
We prove that the closure problem is decidable for regular languages of o-words 
with respect to a considerable number of equivalence relations, namely, relations that 
are “piecewise extensions” (see next definition) of relations generated by sequential 
relations. In fact, we show that the closure problem is in PSPACE for such relations. 
The infinite versions of the concurrency relations from Section 2 are among these 
relations. 
4.1. Piecewise extensions 
Definition 13 (Piecewise extension). Let N be a binary relation on Z*. The relations 
ww, &‘J* C Zw x Z0 are defined by 
(i) c(wwp iff there exist decompositions CI = usuiu2.. . and /?= vaviu2.. . such that 
Ui - Vi for every i > 0, 
(ii) N O* is the transitive closure of NO. 
The relation &J* is called the piecewise xtension of N. 
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It is easy to see that by definition ww* is an equivalence relation, provided N is 
reflexive and symmetric. 
We write Mu for the syntactic congruence of a language L 5 Cw [2]. It is the relation 
over C* defined by: u ML v iff 
xuyz”’ EL ++xvyP EL, and 
x(uy)O ~L~n(uy)~ EL 
(4) 
where uyfa and vy#a 
for x,yEC* andzEC+. 
The following property of the syntactic congruence, which is an immediate conse- 
quence of Lemma 2.2 in [2] and Proposition 2.3 in [12], is of interest o us. 
Proposition 14 (Arnold [2] and Pecuchet [12]). Let - be a congruence relation on 
C* and L G F” an o-regular language. Then L is closed under &J* if and only tf 
NCML. 
W.1.o.g. we thence assume that A is reflexive and symmetric. If not, it can easily 
be closed under reflexivity and symmetry, with the transitive closure of the obtained 
relation being the same as the transitive closure of the original one. We obtain: 
Theorem 15. Let - be a congruence relation on C* generated by a reflexive, sym- 
metric relation A and L c F” an w-regular language, Then L is closed under NO* if 
and only if L is closed under ,-?, w. 
Proof. For the non-trivial direction, assume L is not closed under NO*. Then, according 
to Proposition 14, there exists an equivalence class of =L that is not closed under N. 
Hence, by Lemma 6, there are finite words u, v such that u k v but u $L v. So there 
exist n, y,z such that xuyzw EL and xuyz”’ 4 L, or x(uy)” EL and x(vy)” 6 L. But 
XUYZW 
1 
- oXvyz@, as well as X(UY)~ k wx(uy)“. Thus, L is not k w-closed. 0 
To obtain an algorithm for piecewise extensions we now argue as in Section 3. 
Suppose A from Theorem 13 is a sequential relation and C is an automaton for As. 
It is then easy to construct a Biichi automaton C’ recognizing (As)“. Let Ai and AZ be 
Biichi automata over Zs x Zs such that (tl, 8) E L(Al) iff u L C EL and (CX, /I) E L(A2) 
iff j? L C 4 L. Then, by Theorem 15, L is w-closed iff 
L(C’ x Al x AZ) = 8, 
where the product operation x is defined in the obvious way. 
From this, we derive: 
(5) 
Theorem 16. Let N be a congruence relation on C* that is generated by a sequential 
relation. The closure problem for ,w* with respect to languages represented by Biichi 
automata is in PSPACE. 
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Proof. The argument from the proof of Theorem 8 goes through with minor modifi- 
cations. 
First, instead of C the automaton Cl is used. Second, A2 is constructed using Safra’s 
method [19]; a state of A2 can then be represented in space 8( (Al log /AI). Third, the 
algorithm is adapted as follows (in order to check whether there is a computation 
qO,..-,qi,..., qn such that qo is initial, qi is final, and qi = q,,). 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
let q be the initial state of C’ x Al x AZ, 
choose a state q’, 
if q’ is a successor of q, let q = q’, else halt (without accepting), 
if q is final, got0 5 or 2, else got0 2, 
let qF = 4, 
choose a state q’, 
if q’ is a successor of q, let q = q’, else halt (without accepting), 
if q = qF, accept, else got0 6. 
This can be implemented by a non-deterministic and thus also by a deterministic 
polyspace Turing machine. 
Alternatively to Safra’s construction one can use the method introduced in [21,28]. 
0 
4.2. Limit extensions and concurrency relations 
If we can now show that trace, stutter and projective equivalences are piecewise 
extensions of congruence relations generated by sequential relations, we can apply 
Theorem 16 to obtain the desired decidability and complexity results. 
We first mention the following straightforward claim. 
Lemma 17. If N is a congruence relation, then ww* C -Jim. 
Proof. Since wlim IS transitive, we only need to show w” c wlim. 
Suppose a w” /3, say a = UOU~UZ . . . and /I = ucuiv2 . . . such that ui - ui for i 2 0, and 
u C a. Let k be such that u Cut.. . Uk and let u’ be such that UU’ = ~0.. .uk. Then 
UU’ - Us . . * Vk, since - is a congruence relation. 0 
Definition 18 (Flexible relation). Let g be a function Z x Z H 9, where 9 is some 
finite set. A congruence relation N is called flexible with respect o g if the following 
conditions hold for all v, v’, w, w’ E Z+, a E Z: 
(i) If u - u’, VW - u’w’ and g(lst(v), @t(w)) = g(lst(v’), >t(w’)), then w N w’. 
(ii) If u N v’, then g(lst(u), a) = g(lst(u’), a). 
If - is flexible with respect o some function g, then we say that N is jlexible. 
The definition of flexibility weakens the notion of left cancellativeness. The latter 
requires that if v - V’ and VW N u’w’ then w N w’. This does not hold for the stuttering 
and projective equivalences. To see this, consider the case where v = v’ = a, w = ab and 
w’ = b. What prevents left cancellativeness in this case is that the boundary between 
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v and w and that between v’ and w’ correspond to different cases: while lst(v) =fst(w), 
we have lst(v’) #fst(w’). Juxtaposed, the fh-st pair of letters belong to an adjacent 
repetition of the same letter, while the second pair differs. There is a finite number 
of cases for the boundary letters (two in this example), represented by the function g. 
Condition (i) guarantees that if the boundary letters for the two pairs belong to the 
same case, then w-w’. This limits the way ab and aab can be broken into pairs of 
equivalent components. Condition (ii) requires that two equivalent words v, v’ would 
behave in the same way w.r.t. the same first letter a. 
Notice that if g is a constant function, then (ii) is trivial and (i) means that N is 
left cancellative. 
Let us first see that the concurrency relations are flexible. 
Lemma 19. Each concurrency relation is Jexible. 
Proof. As trace equivalence is known to be left cancellative, trace equivalence is 
flexible with respect o any constant function. 
For stutter equivalence, we take g : C x C + {SAME, DIFFERENT} with g(a, b) = SAME if 
a = b and else DIFFERENT. 
We have to show that conditions (i) and (ii) are satisfied. To do this, let N denote 
stutter equivalence. 
Let 21, v’, w, w’ E C+, a E C. 
(i) Suppose v N v’ and VW N v’w’. By way of contradiction, suppose lst(v) = fst(w) 
and lst(v’) # fst(w’). Then I E tl(v)(C\{ fst(w)})C* and tl(v’w’) E Q(v’) fst(w’)C*. 
This implies b(uw) # ~(v’w’), as we have Q(v) = Q(v’)-a contradiction. 
(ii) This is satisfied, because we have lst(u) =lst(u’) whenever u and U’ are non- 
empty --equivalent words. 
For projective equivalence, we take a function g with a range that includes four 
values, namely NONE, BOTH, LEFT and RIGHT, indicating which of the components agree. 
We set 
( BOTH if a=c and b=d, 
s((a, b), Cc, d)) = 
NONE if a#c and b#d, 
LEFT if a=c and bfd, 
RIGHT if a#c and bfd. 
That this is a correct choice can be proved just as in the case of stutter equivalence. 
0 
The following theorem, which is a generalization of a result for trace equivalence 
in [3], gives the converse of Lemma 17 for flexible congruences. 
Theorem 20. Let N be a jexible congruence relation. Then -lim = NO*. 
Proof. In view of Lemma 17, we only have to show -lim G NO*. Let N be flexible 
with respect o g. Assume LX~‘~/ZJ. We show that there are decompositions u = 24culu2 . . . 
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_-- 
___ 
w-m 
WI WI 7J2 
___ 
B=’ vo 
________ 
I 
VI 1 
v2 v3 
________ 
Fig. 1. Construction for Theorem 20. 
and /3=vavtv~... and an infinite sequence of words ws, WI, wz . . . such that ua = WO, 
and 
$?(lst(WZj), fSf(WZj+l )> = g(lNuj), fst(“j+l >) (6) 
and 
Vj N WZjWZj+l 
hold for j > 0, and 
g(lSt(WZj-l), fSt(WZj))=g(lSt(uj-l), fst(vj)) 
and 
(7) 
(8) 
Uj N W2j_lW2j (9) 
hold for j 2 1 (for a graphical illustration, see Fig. 1). This implies a ~ww~wtw;! . . . -“/I, 
which means CIN~*/?. 
We give an inductive definition for the ui, ai, and wi. In step 2i + 1, we will define 
vi and wzi+l; and in step 2i, we will define ui and w2i. This will be done in such 
a way that 
(*) after step 2i (i>O), (6) and (7) hold for O<j<i and (8) and (9) hold for 
1 <j<i, and 
(H) after step 2i + 1, (6) and (7) hold for O<j<i and (8) and (9) hold for 1 < j<i. 
Notice that after step 2i (respectively 2i + 1) the words vi (respectively ui+t) are not 
yet defined; nevertheless, (6) (respectively (8)) make sense, as fst(ui+t ) (respectively 
fst(vi)) will have to be defined as the first letter of what remains from CL (respectively b) 
after removing the prefix ~0.. . tii (respectively va . . . vi-l) which is already defined. 
Step 0: We choose an arbitrary non-empty finite prefix us C CI, and set wa = ua. 
Step 2i + 1: By assumption, see (*), (7) and (9), ~0~1 . . .ui N WOWI . . .wzi where 
UsUt . . . uiCcc, and u~vt...v~-t~w~wt...w~~-t where v~vt...v~-lCfi. Let a~2 be 
such that uaul . . . uia C cc, i. e., a is going to be jit(q+l ). Since a~““/?, it follows 
from Definition 1 that there are finite non-empty strings y and z, such that y C p and 
UoUt . . . uja z N y. We choose y to be long enough so that vovr . . . vi-1 is a proper 
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prefix of it. (We can do so for the following reason: let y be any string such that 
yCp, say /?=y/?‘, and uoUr...Uia z N y. Then for every y’ [II p’, we have yy’ C /3 
and usul . . . uiU Zy’ N yy’. Thus, we can use yy’ instead of y, and yy’ can be made 
long enough.) 
Let Vi EC+ be the word such that y = uavt . . . vi_lvi and set wzi+i = az. We now 
have to show that the new requirements are fulfilled, namely (6) and (7) for j = i. 
We have Ui NMQ_~w~~. So, by Definition 18, part (ii), we have g(lst(wzi),u)= 
g(lst(ui),u). Also, fst(wZi+i)=u=fst(ui+t) (remember that Ui+i will only be defined 
in the next step). Thus, g(lst(i+), fst(wsi+l)) = g(lst(ui), fst(ui+i)), which is (6) for 
j= i. 
From (**), we get WOWI . . .wzi+l = ~0.. . WziUZ N ~0.. . U~CXZ - ~0.. . vi-lvi N 
wg . . . W2i_lVi. Also, WO...W~~_I NVO... vi-l. From Definition 18, part (i), we can now 
conclude wZiwZi+i N vi, as we have g(lst(w2i_i), fst(wzi)) = g(lst(ui_i), fst(ei)) by (9). 
Thus we have (7) for j = i. 
Step 2i: We proceed symmetrically. 0 
From Theorems 16 and 20, we can now conclude: 
Corollary 21. Let - be a flexible congruence relation generated by a sequential re- 
lation. The closure problem for the limit extension of N with respect to languages 
represented by Biichi automata is in PSPACE. 
Since the finite version of each concurrency relation is a left-cancellative congruence, 
and the infinite version of each concurrency relation is the limit extensions of its finite 
version, the previous corollary allows us to state: 
Theorem 22. The closure problem for trace, stutter and projective equivalence with 
respect to languages represented by Biichi automata is in PSPACE. 
It is now straightforward to adapt the proof of Theorem 11 to obtain: 
Theorem 23. The closure problem for trace, stutter and projective equivalence with 
respect to languages represented by Biichi automata is PSPACE-hard. 
5. The closure problem for LTL properties 
We now focus on the closure problem for languages defined by LTL formulas. 
At first glance, this problem looks harder than the closure problem for languages rep- 
resented by Biichi automata. For there is an inherent exponential explosion in the 
conversion from LTL to Biichi automata [29]. However, we show that for the class of 
equivalence relations we are interested in, the problem is still in PSPACE, even when 
the property is described using an LTL formula. 
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Notice that a propositional LTL formula cp uses a set of propositions r and that 
the corresponding alphabet of the language described by cp is Z =2r. Notice also 
that projective closedness is defined with respect o a partition of r into two sets of 
propositions, rr and r2; the alphabets .Zi and & are 2fi and 2fi, respectively, and 
every c E Z is identified with the letter (c n rr, c II r2) from Xl x & (see [14]). 
Theorem 24. Let N be a congruence relation on Z* that is generated by a sequential 
relation. The closure problem for &J* with respect to languages represented by LTL 
formulas is in PSPACE. 
Proof. Recall from [29] that every LTL formula cp can be translated into an equivalent 
Btichi automaton of size 0(2lpl), each state of which can be represented in space 
O(M). 
Let cp be a formula and L the language defined by cp. In order to determine whether 
L is -w* -closed we can proceed as in the previous section: we only have to check (5). 
To do this we can follow the steps in the proof of Theorem 16. There are, however, 
two modifications to be made: first, Ai is constructed from cp using the construction 
from [29]; second, AZ is constructed from lcp using the construction from [29]. Each 
state of the product automaton will be representable in space 0( 1~1 + (cpJ), which is 
identical with 0( ]q]). The test for emptiness (as explained at the end of the proof of 
Theorem 16) can thus be implemented in polynomial space. 0 
Theorem 25. The closure problem for trace, stutter, and projective equivalence (over 
non-trivial alphabets) with respect to languages dejined by LTL formulas is PSPACE- 
hard 
Proof. Let N be an arbitrary non-trivial concurrency relation over Z. We will reduce 
the satisfiability problem for LTL formulas over Z to the complement of the closure 
problem for N. This is enough, for LTL satisfiability is PSPACE-complete [20] (for 
any non-trivial alphabet) and PSPACE is closed under complementation. 
Since N is assumed to be a non-trivial concurrency relation, there exist a, b E Z such 
that for every language L c .Z*, the language abL is N-closed iff L = 8. (If N denotes 
projective equivalence or stutter equivalence, it is enough to choose u and b distinct; 
if - denotes trace equivalence, one has to choose a and b independent.) 
Let Ic/ be the formula 
which defines abZ*. 
Consider the function that maps a given LTL formula cp to q = 0 0~ A $. Clearly, 
this mapping is computable in polynomial time. Thus, to conclude the proof, we only 
have to show that rp is satisfiable iff the set defined by q is not N-closed. But this 
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is trivial, because by construction r~ defines the language abL where L denotes the 
language defined by I). q 
6. Applications 
6.1. The context: model checking and partial-order methods 
Partial-order reduction methodr is a generic name for a family of algorithms for 
generating a reduced state space of a concurrent program [26,4,30,15]. They are based 
on a modified depth-first search, where at each state in the search only a subset of 
the transitions that can be taken (i.e., are enabled) are chosen. The main observation 
behind these algorithms is that for most purposes, there is no need to distinguish 
between program execution sequences that are trace equivalent. Hence, a state space 
that includes at least one sequence per equivalence class can replace the full state space 
of a program. 
However, the reduced state spaces produced by partial-order methods cannot be used 
without further precautions for model checking specifications given as temporal logic 
formulas or as Bi.ichi automata. Indeed, these formalisms can express properties that 
do distinguish between sequences that are trace equivalent. The approaches proposed 
so far to solve this problem consist of considering more transitions as being dependent, 
and hence reducing the size of the trace equivalence classes. Concretely, correctness is 
ensured by being pessimistic about which transitions need to considered dependent, e.g., 
one adds dependencies among all transitions that can potentially affect the truth of the 
checked property [26], or among subsets of such transitions, after applying some LTL 
rewriting rules [15]. Of course, this has the negative effect of substantially limiting the 
reduction of the size of the state space that can be achieved by partial-order methods. 
The results of this paper offer an interesting alternative: check that the formula to 
be verified is trace-closed and use the partial-order technique without any additional 
dependencies. Note that one can expect a well-specified property to be trace-closed. If 
the property nevertheless turns out not to be trace-closed and really should be checked 
as such, one can use our algorithm to guide the partial-order reduction algorithms 
as to which dependencies need to be added in order for the property to be checked 
reliably. Indeed, when a property is not trace-closed, our algorithm produces a pair 
of independent actions whose permutation causes a sequence satisfying the property to 
become one that no longer satisfies it. By adding this pair of actions to the dependency 
relation and repeating the procedure until the property is trace-closed, one obtains 
a minimal dependency relation for which partial-order methods check the property 
reliably. 
Checking for stutter equivalence is also important for similar applications. For 
instance, in the partial-order reduction methods of [26,15], the reduction algorithm 
guarantees to generate at least one execution sequence from each stutter equivalence 
class. Hence, it is only usable for stutter-closed formulas. In [26, 151, this condition 
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is enforced by restricting oneself to LTL formulas not containing the next-time oper- 
ator. The decision procedure we have developed in this paper offers a more flexible 
alternative. Similarly, the reduction method of [13] guarantees to generate at least one 
execution sequence for each trace equivalence class and thus can benefit from a deci- 
sion procedure that can check whether the specification is trace closed. 
6.2. Matching states and transitions 
We now turn to the problem of applying our decision procedure for checking closure 
properties in the context of model checking. The difficulty is that the decision proce- 
dures we have given assume that both the specification and the equivalence relation 
for which closure is checked are expressed in terms of the same set of atomic actions. 
However, in the context of model checking, it is common to have a specification ex- 
pressed in terms of Boolean propositions interpreted in states of the program, whereas 
some equivalences among computations, e.g., trace equivalence, are expressed in terms 
of transitions of the program. We thus need to adapt our decision procedure to take 
this into account. 
Concretely, we have an LTL specification cp built over a set of atomic propositions 
r as well as a program P. The program P is defined by a set of states S, a set 
of transitions A CS x S, and an interpretation function u: S-+ r. The problem is to 
determine whether the property 40 is closed for P, i.e. whether there are, or not, two 
sequences of transitions from A that are equivalent with respect o mw* (A is a given 
sequential relation on transition sequences) and that generate sequences of states for 
which the LTL formula cp has different values. 
Unfortunately, solving this problem exactly requires exploring the state space of 
P since the possible effect of transitions on the truth values of state propositions can 
depend on which states are actually reachable. However, exploring the state space of P 
would defeat he practical purpose of checking for closure, which is precisely to allow 
the computation of a reduced state space. We thus turn to an approximate solution and 
use a nondeterministic representation f the relation between the sequence of transitions 
and the truth values of the propositions in r. Concretely, for each transition r E A, 
we extract from the program text a relation 6(z) C 2r x 2r that represents all possible 
ways in which the transition r can affect the truth values of the propositions in r. 
Furthermore, we say that a sequence o E (2r)” conforms with a sequence of transitions 
p E A0 iff for each i > 0, (o(i- l), o(i)) E &p(i)). So, in practice we will check whether 
there are two sequences of transitions from A equivalent with respect o .&J* and for 
which there are conforming sequences from (2r)” on which the LTL formula cp has 
different values. We will call this notion conformance closure. Notice that checking for 
conformance closure yields a potentially pessimistic result since sequences conforming 
to a transition sequence are not necessarily possible. The advantage is that conformance 
closure avoids any additional complexity linked to relating states and transitions as 
shown by the following theorem. 
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Theorem 26. Let A be the set of transitions of a program P. Let N be a congruence 
relation on A* that is generated by a non-trivial sequential relation A. The confor- 
mance closure problem for wO* with respect o a property expressed by a temporal 
logic formula cp is in PSPACE. 
Proof. We are thus given a temporal logic formula cp over a set of propositions F and 
a program P, described by its set of transitions A as well as the relations 6(z) C_ 2r x 2r 
describing the effect of the transitions on the propositions in F. 
To check for conformance closure, we build an automaton operating on infinite 
words over the alphabet 2r x A x A x 2 r. An infinite word over this alphabet can be 
viewed as a quadruple w =(rrt, pi, ~2, ~2) where cl,02 E (2=)” and pl,p2 E do. The 
automaton we build is obtained by taking the product of the five following components. 
(1) An automaton checking that crt E L(Q) where L(cp) is the set of sequences 
satisfying the formula rp. 
(2) An automaton checking that 02 EL(V). 
(3) an automaton that checks that the input can be decomposed into infinitely many 
factors that are all elements of As. 
(4) An automaton that checks that p1 conforms with ol. 
(5) An automaton that checks that p2 conforms with 02. 
The automata (1) and (2) are exponential in the size of cp but can be built and explored 
in PSPACE (see Theorem 16). The automaton (3) is of size linear in the size of the 
automaton defining As. The automata (4) and (5) are of size IAl x 2c21rl), but can be 
built and explored using space polynomial in the size of A and r. Cl 
Note that, for trace equivalence, conformance closure is in fact PSPACE-complete. 
Indeed, the hardness follows from the similar result established in Theorem 25. 
7. Conclusions 
Being trace-closed or stutter-closed is a natural property of specifications for concur- 
rent systems. Yet, many specification languages can specify properties that violate it, 
e.g., LTL and finite-automata-recognizable languages. We have proposed an algorithm 
for a family of equivalence relations, including trace, stutter and projective equivalence, 
which decides closedness for regular and o-regular languages, and LTL specifications. 
This allows exploiting the simplicity of such languages, while using the decision pro- 
cedure to restrict the specifications to closed ones. 
Furthermore, it is perfectly realistic to expect to be able to use our algorithm in 
the context of verification tools that use partial-order state-space reductions. Indeed, 
it involves no other construction than those routinely used in model checking, and has 
the same complexity in terms of the LTL formula, namely PSPACE-complete. 
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